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Advanced Mathematics
Maple 2021 includes numerous cutting-edge updates in a variety of branches of 
mathematics.

Integration

Multivariate limits

New MultivariatePowerSeries package

New simplifications involving the LambertW 
function

Numerical solution of vectorized ODEs

Polyhedral sets

Asymptotic expansions

GF package

Additions to the intsolve command

LREtools

Generic linear algebra

Integration
The int command now supports the method option for indefinite integrals. Methods
include Risch, MeijerG, Elliptic, Norman and Trager. More methods and details can 
be found on the help page.

Additionally, the new meta-method _RETURNVERBOSE has been added for both 
definite and indefinite integration. It returns the result of integration for most of the
available integration methods.
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The internal algorithms of indefinite integration have been improved. The Risch-
Trager algorithm gets called more often so that fewer integrals containing radical 
expressions will return partially evaluated. In Maple 2020, the integral 

 returned as 

.

Now, an elementary answer is computed.

Multivariate limits
The limit command has been improved for the multivariate case of quotients of analytic 
functions. The following limits can now be computed.

g is not homogeneous but has an isolated root at the origin. It is, however, weighted 
homogeneous.
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New MultivariatePowerSeries package
The MultivariatePowerSeries package is new. It provides functionality for doing 
lazy computations with multivariate power series at high speed and high precision. 
The word 'lazy' here means that terms are computed only when necessary; further 
terms can always be computed at relatively little cost.
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memory used=2.25MiB, alloc change=0 bytes, cpu time=31.00ms, real

time=18.00ms, gc time=0ns
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The package also has functionality for univariate polynomials over such power 
series, including Hensel factorization. Mathematically, these objects are just power 
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series where one of the variables occurs only up to a given finite degree, but 
implementation-wise, they allow for more and more efficient functionality.

Let us examine the coefficients of the quadratic factor further.

New simplifications involving the LambertW 
function
Before Maple 2021, the following calls to the simplify command returned their 
arguments unchanged, or with minor changes that left a call to LambertW in the 
answer.
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Numerical solution of vectorized ODEs
You can now numerically solve differential equations that are collected together in 
vectors.
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Polyhedral sets
A new and faster algorithm that checks for redundant constraints is available for the
Project command in the PolyhedralSets package. The following example now runs about 4 
times faster:
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memory used=261.74MiB, alloc change=64.00MiB, cpu time=1.80s, 

real time=1.72s, gc time=187.50ms

Asymptotic expansions
The asympt command can now compute asymptotic expansions of the logarithmic 
integral:

x

GF package
After a finite Galois field has been constructed using the GF package, there is now an easy
syntax to create new field elements:
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Additions to the intsolve command
The intsolve command has been updated to recognize some integral equations that 
contain integral transforms. For example:

Furthermore, the method of collocation is now available to provide approximate solutions 
for certain types of integral equations. For example:
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LREtools
The LREtools package for linear recurrence equations has been enhanced with the addition
of several commands related to recurrence factorization and recognition:
GCRD, GeneralizedExponents, GuessRecurrence, LCLM, MinimalRecurrence,
MultiplyOperators, OperatorToRecurrence, RecurrenceToOperator, RightDivision,
RightFactors, SumDecompose

As an example consider the well known Fibonacci sequence:

The GuessRecurrence command can be used to algorithmically determine the underlying 
recurrence under the assumption that it is holonomic:

Consider the following recurrence written in operator form:

We can obtain all order 1 right factors as follows:

and order 2 right factors as follows.
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Generic linear algebra
Two new commands MatrixAdd and VectorAdd were added to the LinearAlgebra:-Generic 
package. These can be used for addition and scalar multiplication of Matrices and Vectors. 
See the corresponding help page for more details.


